Letter of the Day

Color the upper case F purple.
Color the lower case f green.
Trace and Write
Trace the letters and then practice writing the letters.
Sound of the letter F

In order to pronounce the letter "F" correctly, press your top front teeth against your bottom lip and then let the air out as you say "F".

Some words that begin with the letter "F" include: fox, foot, four and fish.

Some words that end with the letter "F" include: leaf, roof, and calf.
Fill in the Letter
Fill in the missing letter.

_____ lower
lea _____
_____ ish
_____ ox
4 _____ our
cal _____
F is for Flower
Color the letter "F" green.
Directions for making flower.

Color the flower.
Cut out the flower and glue to the letter "F" on page 5 on the 2 dots.

Color the leaves green.
Cut out the leaves and glue to the letter "F" near the black dots.